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METRICS FOR PURCHASING – A Framework that works. 

A 19
th

 century quotation from Lord Kelvin, who was an Irish-born British engineer, is still valid today: “If you cannot 
measure it, you cannot improve it”. 

Metrics are developed in each field in order to help the Performance Measurement of a current situation. The metrics are 
the key elements of KPI – Key Performance Indicator. 

This is also applicable to Purchasing with the objective to improve work processes, programs, methods, or employees who 
are producing results that are effective and efficient. And for sure the most important metric in Purchasing: Savings. 

From Wikipedia we have very good questions if you do not have Metrics in place: 

 How do you know where to improve? 

 How do you know how you compare with others? 

 How do you know whether you are improving or declining? 

  

A suggested framework relies on the main activities in Purchasing: Client, Supplier and 
Sourcing; and, transforming the KPI results into scores. 

Depending on each Purchasing organization and their respective objectives, you may 
prepare a Balanced Scorecard from each activity. It is not practical to measure and 
track everything; however you may select different metrics from each activity to build 
your Balanced Scorecard. 

Client 

Client refers to the business or function you buy products or services for. Some metrics for Clients are: Service Satisfaction 
Level, Risk Level & Time to Protection, and Purchasing Benefits. ROI may be also include (see below) 

Satisfaction Level can be achieved by survey to measure how satisfied your Client is with your services. Purchasing 
Benefits are savings / avoidances (see details below) that you generated to them. It can be in total dollar and also as total 
dollar divided by addressable spend, so it gives the effectiveness of your sourcing projects in percentage.  

In terms of Risks, you can measure different kinds of risks and their respective drivers as described in my article “Risk 
Management - A comprehensive view for Purchasing”. 

For each KPI, you create a scale, and this scale is aligned to a score from 0 to 100. 

Suppliers 

Several articles have been written to describe different ways to create a Supplier scorecard. I think the most important of 
these is the framework of performance metrics that is able to be aggregated to be comparable between suppliers, but 
also able to drill-down specific aspects of supplier strengths and weaknesses.    

First you create five dimensions which can be applicable to any supplier from Raw Materials, Logistics, Packaging to MRO 
(Maintenance Repair Operation). The five dimensions can be: Quality, Financial, Technology, Risks and Services. 

For each dimension you may have specific KPI related to the dimension, and these KPI must attend the Client’s needs. For 
example, Quality you may include: On time delivery, % of correct product quality, Invoice accuracy, etc. For Financial you 
may include: Price competitiveness, Revenue generation, Cost reduction initiatives, etc. For Technology you may include: 
New products, Process improvements, Market Leadership, etc. For Risks you can see the article mentioned above. And for 
Services you may include: Emergency orders, service level, technical assistance, etc. 

http://www.mypurchasingcenter.com/commodities/commodities-blogs/risk-management-a-comprehensive-view-for-purchasing/
http://www.mypurchasingcenter.com/commodities/commodities-blogs/risk-management-a-comprehensive-view-for-purchasing/
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For each KPI, you create a scale, and this scale is aligned to a score from 0 to 100. Each time these KPI are measured, 
quarterly or yearly, you have a score that can reflect the supplier performance in that period. You can also sophisticate 
the model by imposing different weights for each KPI as well as different weights for each dimension. By doing this, you 
are able to aggregate all KPI’s into one final score. 

The final score for each Supplier in each period reflects the overall performance and is comparable between suppliers and 
allows you to check the evolution of each one. 

Sourcing 

You are able to measure and track the efficiency and effectiveness of your organization by having the appropriate metrics. 

First you need to define your spend which can be the total spend for the company, or managed spend (how much 
Purchasing manages). From total spend or managed spend, you measure addressable spend (or sourced) each year. 

Efficiency can be me measured by Spend per FTE (Full Time Equivalent), so you can compare yourself with other 
companies as to how efficient you are in managing your spend. Another metric may be Addressable Spend per Total 
Spend. As you have contracts in place, you do not need to source everything in every year, so the Addressable spend is 
the amount you sourced each year. 

In terms of operational, you may measure the efficiency as # Purchase Orders per FTE, or # Invoice / FTE, % of % Order to 
ship on time, etc.  

Another measure of efficiency can be the organizational cost divided by the Purchasing Benefits you generated, so it is a 
kind of ROI (Return on Investment). 

For effectiveness we may have two metrics: Price Competitiveness and Purchasing Benefits. For Price Competitiveness 
you can compare your prices versus published market prices from ICIS, IHS or YQ Matrix.  

For Purchasing Benefits, we include Savings, Avoidances, Capital and Working Capital Savings as wells as Revenue 
Generation. The effectiveness of your organization can be measured with Purchasing Benefits per Addressable Spend, so 
this percentage shows how effective you are in your sourcing projects. According to AT Kearney, in 2011 the first quartile 
effective Purchasing organizations achieved 8% Purchasing Benefits. 

For each KPI, you create a scale, and this scale is aligned to a score from 0 to 100. 

Balanced Scorecard 

You may select some KPI’s you defined for each activity and construct a Balanced Scorecard which reflects the entire 
Purchasing. As described in the activity Supplier, you can define different weights for each KPI as well as different weights 
for each activity. By doing this, you are able to aggregate all KPI’s into one final score and be able to track the Purchasing 
evolution as a whole. 

Take away 

Certainly I did not list all potential metrics available for efficiency and effectiveness in Purchasing; however this may help 

you to think about a framework of metrics to be used in your organization according to your objectives and Client’s needs. 

The mantra “Metrics drive behavior” is true. So, depending on the objectives of your Purchasing organization you can 

build your Balance Scorecard using the metrics which will drive different behavior from your organization. 

Are you measuring what you can improve to drive the appropriate behavior? 
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http://www.icis.com/
http://www.ihs.com/products/chemical/index.aspx?pu=1&rd=cmai
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